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Abstract 

This paper collects and summarizes excerpts of the lectures on Core 
Design and Computational Chains dealing with some physical and 
computational aspects of the recycling of Plutonium in PWRs. 
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1. Introduction 

After irradiation in nuclear reactors, spent fuel still contains up to 97% of the initial amount of 
heavy metal as reusable materials (Uranium and Plutonium isotopes). Recovering and 
recycling these isotopes are the main objectives of the current 'Reprocessing - Conditioning -
Recycling' (RCR) strategy in several countries. 

In France, a full RCR strategy was adopted at the very beginnings of the industrial production 
of nuclear electricity. In the early seventies, the recycling of Plutonium was limited to fast 
reactors. Commercial recycling Plutonium in PWRs through Mixed Plutonium and Uranium 
OXide (MOX, UO2 and Pu02) fuel began only in the late seventies. 

Since then, for almost twelve years, France has been carrying out a closed cycle, based on the 
following guidelines: 

Save nuclear materials, limit Plutonium build up and concentrate nuclear fuel in 
reactors, 

Ensure reduction of the Plutonium stockpile by adapting the reprocessed 
quantities of U02 spent fuel to recycling capabilities, 

Reduce final waste volume and radiotoxicity. 

Today, recycling Plutonium through MOX fuel is a mature industry in the Country, with a 
successful operational experience and two large-scale manufacturing plants: MELOX in 
Marcoule and COGEMA's Cadarache plant, with a current capacity of 40 tons per year. 

Up today, FRAGEMA, the joint venture of FRAMATOME and COGEMA, has delivered 
more than 1500 MOX fuel assemblies to French, German and Belgian NPPs. 

Since 1987 up to now, MOX fuel has been loaded in France in 20 reactors of 900 MWe PWR 
type and demands for loading eight more units are pending. The current fuel strategy is a so-
called "hybrid mode", where the UOX [Uranium OXide] assemblies undergo 4 annual cycles 
and the MOX assemblies are loaded for 3 one-year cycles only. Thus, average irradiation of 
MOX assemblies does not exceed 40 GWd/tHM (Giga watt-day per metric ton of heavy 
metal), but demonstration of an unloaded bum-up capability of 50 GWd/tHM is underway. At 
equilibrium, about 30% of the core are loaded with MOX fuel [Ref.l]. 

The next step will be the current so-called MOX Parity program, the objective of which is the 
implementation of a core loading strategy that enables reaching burn-up "parity" among MOX 
and UOX fuel assemblies, (both families being loaded for 4 annual cycles). 

Full MOX reload strategies could also be seen as advantageous to increase the amount of 
recycled Plutonium and simplify fuel assembly design by suppressing the zoning, needed in 
partial MOX loading to avoid local power-peaks. The feasibility of such fuel management 
strategies has been tested in the frame of a joint FRAMATOME - COGEMA exploratory 
study [Ref. 2]. 
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The present paper summarizes physical and computational aspects of Plutonium recycling in 
PWRs, mainly dealing with full MOX core loading and void effect. 

2. Plutonium Recycling in PWRs: Physics and Computation 

2.1 Physics of PWR Plutonium Lattices 

In MOX cores, the large amount of high-content Plutonium fuel modifies the system behavior, 
compared to conventional U02 loading. The change, which is mainly due to a spectrum 
hardening, but Plutonium itself is directly responsible of the modification of kinetics 
parameters, is very sensitive to the actual Plutonium content. The spectral shift gives rise to: 

- An increased competition between fuel (mainly absorption) and moderator (mainly 
scattering) reaction rates, which leads to a shorter neutron lifetime and a better fast 
neutron utilization, 

- A stronger epi-thermal absorption, mainly in the 200 eV to 6 eV U38 capture energy 
range and in the huge Pu42 and Pu40 epi-thermal resonances, 

- A lower thermal fission and an increased fast fission. 

The worth of all the absorbers (gray and black control rods, soluble boron, burnable poisons) 
is consequently strongly diminished, while Doppler coefficient, which is mainly due to 
Uranium resonance captures, remains practically unchanged. Moreover, the systems moderator 
feedback is stronger, which is advantageous for reactor operation in most normal operating 
conditions. 

On the other hand, the worth of fission products, and mainly the short-lived ones, which 
generate radial and axial power instability and oscillations, is reduced. Delayed neutron 
fraction and prompt neutron lifetime are diminished too, and long-term decay heat is increased 
by a larger contribution from minor Actinides. 

The loss of reactivity throughout the cycle also decreases owing to a higher internal conversion 
ratio, so that the contribution of FP [Fission Products] and minor Actinides buildup to the total 
reactivity change can account for up to 60% and 10% of the whole effect, respectively (Fig. 1). 

2.2 Computation of PWR Plutonium lattices 

As far as nuclear data are concerned, Plutonium recycling in PWRs requires accurate 
evaluations for cross sections of all Plutonium isotopes, including even ones (Pu38, Pu40 and 
Pu42), which contribute significantly to the neutron absorption in the whole energy range and 
to fast fission, and for data of minor Actinides (mainly Am41, Am43 and all Cm isotopes), 
which are involved in power and temperature effects, participate to reactivity change 
throughout the cycle and contribute to the change of reactivity when the core dries-out. Both 
capture and fission cross sections must be evaluated accurately, mainly in the resonance range. 
Uranium data are also to be qualified carefully. 
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Fig. 1 Relative contribution of the main nuclide-families to reactivity change during a typical cycle 

On a computational point of view, several particular developments and the qualification of 
computational tools on experimental basis are needed in order to develop new capacities and 
reduce overall uncertainty on computed integral parameters. E.g., evaluation of self-shielding 
and calculation of intra-pellet power distribution in cell codes must generally be improved 
according to an increased sensitivity of the effective cross sections to heterogeneity in space 
and distribution of neutrons in energy and temperature. 

The modeling of the spectral transition between UOX / MOX regions is quite hard because of 
the huge differences in the average cross sections of the media. Local heterogeneity has no 
significant consequences on the overall reactivity balance of the system, but it does have an 
impact on the fine power distribution among pins, which limits operating performances via the 
linear power and DNB. This phenomenon is widely increased when a MOX region, 
surrounded by UOX zones, is either partially or fully dried-up. 

The SCIENCE design code package developed and used by FRAMATOME for PWR core 
design [Ref. 3] has been fully qualified for low Plutonium content and partial Plutonium 
recycling via a large program including exploitation of operating experience, interpretation of 
selected mock-up experiments and analysis of MOX fuel pins irradiated in French NPPs. 

Generalization to higher Plutonium enrichment and full MOX loading has recently been 
achieved in the framework of the above-mentioned joint program [Ref. 2]. Experimental data 
on high-enriched Plutonium full MOX core are lacking, however, so that the qualification of 
the relevant codes cannot be fully achieved, mainly as regards the reactivity effects that govern 
the behavior of the plant during transients and incident conditions and the bum-up / build-up 
processes, which feature the bum-out of the fuel and the change of reactivity throughout the 
cycle. According to that, when performing feasibility studies, suitable design margins have to 
be kept to guarantee the respect of safe operating conditions under all circumstances. 
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3. Toward a Full MOX Loading in PWRs: Options and Design 

3.1 Establishing design basis options 

It is commonly accepted that full MOX loading in PWRs requires enrichment of the soluble 
boron to compensate the effect of spectrum hardening on the worth of absorber [control rods 
and soluble boron itself] and poisons [Ref. 2]. 

In design studies, one can assume to enrich the soluble boron up to 90% in B10 to match the 
conventional UO2 performances, for control and safety objectives. Nevertheless, this 
straightforward solution can turnout inconvenient both from the operating and design points of 
view. That is why the soluble boron actual enrichment is to be seen as a final result of 
feasibility studies. 

To meet the operating and safety requirements of a conventional loading, in a full MOX core 
in could be necessary to improve the reactivity balance: 

Increasing the number of control rods and modifying their nature to account for, and 
partially compensate, the expected reduction in worth; 

Increasing the shutdown capacities by adding one or more control group to the usual 
scheme; 

Guaranteeing the rods a sufficient drop speed. 

Use of burnable poisons being foreseen for several loading patterns to flatten power and 
compensate reactivity at beginning of cycle, a suitable design has to be searched for via looped 
infinite medium assembly depletion calculations coupled with 2D core calculations. 
Optimization of poison design (nature of absorber, enrichment and layout) should contribute to 
reduce local picks and improve its depletion during the cycle, without affecting the overall 
plant performance. According to fabrication constraints, for Gadolinium poisons, an 
heterogeneous assembly layout mixing MOX unpoisoned pins and natural, depleted or 
enriched UOX gadolinium pins should be adopted [Ref. 2]. 

Plutonium enrichment depends slightly on whether the strategy adopted for fuel loading is a 
low leakage type, but sensitivity is generally low, because the gain on the leakage is partially 
counterbalanced by a poorer power flattening and a reduction of burnable poison absorption 
capacity. Thus gross enrichment figures always range from to 9% to 10% total Plutonium, 
depending on reactor type and fuel origin. 

According to a slower reactivity loss in the cycle, the initial reactivity of a full MOX core is 
less sensitive to enrichment [Plutonium content, in this case] than an "equivalent" [same cycle 

5 ôk 
performances] UOX core. Figures in the range 600 to 1000 pcm [1 pcm = 10° — ] for a 

k 
variation of one percent of Plutonium content are typical, against about 5000 pcm for the same 
variation of U35 enrichment in conventional UOX cores. As a consequence, uncertainty on the 
initial Plutonium enrichment could be quite high. 
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3.2 Defining loading patterns 

As an application, we summarize here the main results obtained in the framework of the 
feasibility study of a full MOX core loading of a conventional 1300 MWe FR AM ATOME's 
PWR, described in [Refs. 2 and 4]. 

The isotopic composition of the fresh fuel in the project was a Plutonium discharged from a 
45000 MWday/metric-ton UO2 assembly with eight years rest time before re-loading, 
including spent fuel storage and reprocessing. As regard fuel, an advanced design was adopted 
to meet the objective of an average discharge bum-up of 55 000 Mw-day/metric-ton. 

Three loading patterns were defined in the aim of quantifying the expected gains of a low-
leakage strategy against conventional ones. The OUT-IN loading, which was kept as a 
reference, and the so-called 'hybrid' one did not need any burnable poison to meet the target 
peaking factor, while the IN-OUT one required use of such poisons. 

As expected (Tab. 1), the OUT-IN pattern, which concentrates the fresh fuel in the outermost 
region of the core, shows the highest leakage. It is widely comparable with the average leakage 
of conventional U02 patterns within an additional 10% uncertainty assumed for the full MOX 
loading. The 'hybrid' pattern, which reduces the number of fresh fuel loaded in the core 
boundary, enables reducing neutron losses of about 10%, and an additional 10% gain is 
obtained with a pure IN-OUT pattern, which loads all fresh assemblies inside the core. See 
Fig. 2 for layout details. 

100 % MOX - FUEL MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

in/our HYBRID OUT/IN 

h g p b o c s a H 0 F B D C S A HGFEDCSA 

\Z\1ST CYCLE Z}2ND CYCLE ||SRO CYCLE l^4TH CYCLE \Jj8P (Gd203) 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the equilibrium loading strategies: IN-OUT, 'hybrid' and OUT-IN 
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Conventional U02 Loading 3500 
Full MOX OUT-INT Loading 3000 
Full MOX Hybrid Loading 2700 
Full MOX IN-OUT Loading 2400 

Tab.l : Leakage fraction (in pcm units) for various fuel management strategies 

Table 2 summarizes, in a synoptic way, the main features of the three loading strategies. 

OUT - IN Load. Hybrid Load. IN - OUT Load. 
Cycle Lenght 14800 MWD/t 14800 MWd/t 14800 MWd/t 
Sol. B. ConC. Beg. Of Cy. 2250 ppm* 2350 ppm* 2350 ppm* 
Total Pu enrich. (1) 9.6% 9.5% 9.5% 
Burnable Poisons NO NO YES 
Radial Power Flat. Coeff 1.30 1.42 1.41 
Total leakage (2) 3000 pcm** 2700 pcm ** 2400 pcm ** 
Assembly Max. Burn-up 49200 MWd/t 52500 MWd/t 53200MWd/t 
Shutdown margin (3) 2300 pcm** 2300 pcm** 2150 pcm** 

* 1 ppm = 1 E-6 
** 1 pcm = 1 E-5 
(1) Uncertainty = 1% 
(2) Uncertainty = 10% 
(3) Minimum = 1800 pcm 

Table 2. Performances of the three loading strategies 

As can be seen, performances of all strategies are very similar versus bum-up, shutdown 
margin and cycle length. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis showed very close results 
concerning power, temperature effects, and kinetics parameters. 

Nevertheless, in the framework of a feasibility study, the IN-OUT strategy seemed less 
attractive because of the presence of burnable poisons, so the 'hybrid' pattern was selected as 
the reference case for the safety demonstration. Suitable margins were used to account for 
transition to equilibrium and loading pattern hazards, in order to give the feasibility study a 
general demonstration value. 

To verify the overall compliance of the core-physics study results with safety criteria, the 
sensitivity of the core reactivity when shutdown was also evaluated. Table 3 shows typical 
figures of the sensitivities of the main parameters to total Plutonium content in the fuel. These 
figures lead to an overall sensitivity of shutdown margin of about ± 250 pcm per unit variation 
of total Plutonium content around the target. 
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Xenon Worth 12 
Soluble Boron Worth 7 
Black Rod Worth 6 
Gray Rod Worth 5 
Pow. And Temp. Effect Worth 5 

Table 3. Sensitivity coefficients of the main components of shutdown margin 

4. The Void Effect in Plutonium lattices 

4.1 Physics of Voiding 

Any partial or full voiding in a Plutonium fueled core generates a transient, the behavior of 
which is roughly governed by the history of the reactivity change in time that determines the 
final conditions. The reactivity change depends, at any time, on the features of the system. 
Simplifying, we can write [Ref. 5]: 

ôp(t)v = ôp(tf + 8p{t)sb + öp{t)c, 

where: 

Öp (£ )V is the reactivity of the system at time t, 

Sp(t)m accounts for the moderator effect, 

8 p ( t y b accounts for the direct and spectral effects of soluble boron, 

öp (t*)0 accounts for overall feedback of the core. 

Both Ôp(ty b and 5 p ( t J depend on the reactor status. They are only indirectly related to 

void, while <5p(?)m , depends on the very nature of voiding (rate, geometry), fuel, lattice and 

core layout. 

Generally speaking, two scenarios can occur: 
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The homogeneous voiding, which accounts for all the situations in which the system is 
progressively voided in a roughly homogeneous way, 

The heterogeneous voiding, which accounts for all the widely theoretical situations in 
which, for a short period of time, void should be 'salt and pepper' distributed in the 
core, before reaching an homogeneous-like behavior. 

The physics of the homogeneous voiding without leakage in PWR lattices is a very well known 
matter today [Ref. 6]. Consequences of the spectrum hardening on the contribution of different 
reaction rates to reactivity have been fully explored, emphasizing the fundamental role of the 
epi-thermal capture, fast fission and inelastic scattering of U38, epi-thermal capture and fast 
fission of even Plutonium isotopes, fission of U35 and odd Plutonium isotopes, and 
contributions from minor Actinides and poisons. 

Sensitivity of the reactivity to void rate, Plutonium enrichment, poisoning and fuel 
composition has been widely analyzed. The impact has been fully appraised to update 
computational chains and to define ad hoc mock-up experiments for qualification. 
The matter is quite different as regards partial heterogeneous voiding, the study of which was 
first performed in a code benchmark perspective in [Ref. 7]. 

Physics of partial voiding is quite complex because it relies on two antagonistic phenomena: 

The absolute reactivity change of the voided region (which, in a first approximation, 
behaves roughly as if it were in infinite medium), 

The change of coupling between the wet region and the zones drying away, which 
depends on the void rate, location and size. 

Any local voiding renders the interested zone more and more permeable to fast neutrons, 
which are able to cross it in a growing number, without being trapped in the fuel resonances, 
which are mainly located in the 1 eV - 200 eV range. These neutrons strengthen the coupling 
among the surrounding regions, which remain moderated, so that the asymptotic contribution 
of the voided region to the chain reaction drops out progressively. 

The overall reactivity change of the system comes about as the net effect of the contrasting 
infinite-medium and coupling contributions: whichever dominates, the reactivity follows. 

Moreover, in heterogeneous voiding conditions, wet regions are the source of fast (from 
fission) as well as epi-thermal and thermal neutrons (from scattering and slowing-down). 
When crossing voided region, low energy neutrons are absorbed in a quite thin layer beyond 
the boundary and intermediate energy ones are progressively slowed-down, mainly by inelastic 
scattering on U38 and Oxygen, to resonance region where they are finally absorbed. Neutron 
spectrum hardens up quite slightly when moving toward the centre of the voided region and 
asymptotic infinite medium conditions, if any, can only be reached in the very central part of 
the sample. 

According to the features described here above, calculations of such heterogeneous-void 
situations must be performed with a continuous energy probabilistic code, able to cope with 
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the huge spectrum transition between flooded and voided regions. Thus, studies are performed 
with continuous-energy 3D Monte-Carlo codes. 

4.2 Qualification of Computational Tools 

More than design features (geometry, enrichment, coolant to fuel ratio), a qualification basis 
must account for fundamental parameters as either the neutron balance or the reaction-rates of 
the isotopes relevant to the phenomena of interest. These parameters measure the capability of 
the mock-ups to represent the actual conditions of core samples [Ref. 8]. 

Individual sensitivities are rich in information, but their number could be very high and their 
calculation could show-up very impractical, so that spectrum indexes were chosen as main 
indicators, as representative of the physical reaction rates (U38 Capt/Pu39Fiss; U38Fiss/Pu39Fiss; 
Pu39Fiss/U35Fiss) relevant to voiding in MOX and heterogeneous UOX - MOX media. 

In the framework of the feasibility studies of the 1300 MWe full MOX loading mentioned 
above, qualification of the MCNP4 package with JEF2.2 [Refs. 9 and 10] data in use at 
FRAMATOME has been searched for. 

To guarantee the qualification of the relevant reaction rates of the main isotopes in the whole 
energy range spanned by the neutron spectrum in the wet and dried conditions, a 35-element 
experimental basis was created. It contains pure Uranium and pure Plutonium "infinite 
medium" configurations and mixed lattices mock-ups including unvoided and voided 
configurations with either partially or fully voided regions. 

The basis included several GODIVA and JEZEBEL [Ref. 11] experiments as well as 
ERASME and EPICURE series mock-ups [Ref. 12]. Fig 3 shows one of the EPICURE-
program MOX mock-up experiment configuration with central bubble. 

Interpretation of all experimental configurations belonging to the qualification basis was 
performed, as said, with the MCNP4 continuous energy 3D Monte Carlo code. The code can 
be run with both JEF2.2 and ENDFB-IV libraries at three different temperatures. Libraries are 
continuous in energy with 2000 to 300 000 points between 14 MeV and 0 eV, depending on 
isotope features (resonance abundance strongly increases the number of energy points). 

Calculations were performed on a SPARK workstation, with very satisfactory results as 
regards both computational precision and running time. A typical EPICURE [Ref. 12] 
configuration with a full-void zone was converged in about 15 hours with a precision of i 4 0 
pcm at 1er on reactivity and ±1% on fission rate, while a one-bubble heterogeneous void 
configuration required about 60 hours to reach a statistical precision of about ±20 pcm at 
1(7 on reactivity and of about ±2% on point-wise reaction rates. These figures perfectly hit 
the objectives of qualification, and lay in the range of standard precision for such kind of 
measurements [Ref. 2]. 
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Fig. 3. Low and High enrichment, heterogeneous UOX - MOX EPICURE UM 17*17, MOX mock-up 
experiment with central bubble(s) 

In order to achieve such very high convergence performances, 5 million histories and 30 
million histories of neutrons were followed respectively in the EPICURE configurations 
mentioned here above, the geometry of which were laid out in a 1/16 representation with 
reflective conditions at the diagonal and median boundaries [Ref.2]. 

4.3 Validation of Uranium and Plutonium data 

The qualification process entailed demonstration of the pertinence of the most relevant data of 
Uranium isotopes (U35, U38) followed by data of major (Pu39 and Pu40) and minor Plutonium 
isotopes. Incidentally, qualification of moderator and structural materials was also achieved. 

Table 4 shows a synopsis of the results of reactivity analysis. [In this table and in the following 
ones, the SSI (Simplified Spectrum Index) is defined as the ratio of neutrons belonging to fast 
and epi-thermal regions over the thermal neutrons: 
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CONFIGURATION MODERATI 
ON RATIO 

SSI MCNP4 
JEF2.2 

MCNP4 
BVI 

GODIVA (5) 0 >200 1.0003 0.9993 

JEZEBEL (4) 0 >360 0.9955 0.9968 

ERASME (7) 0.5 à 2.1 >30 
<235 

1.0036 1.0053 

URANIUM Low Coolant/Fuel 
Ratio (4) 

0.27 à 0.78 >10 
<80 

1.0036 
-

EPICURE (15) 1.2 >7 
<150 

0.9993 
-

AVERAGE (35) 1.0004 

Tab. 4 Overall synopsis on reactivity calculations. Figures in () account for the number of experiments 

As shown in Tab. 4, for reactivity, results of the interpretation of all these experiments are very 
satisfactory indeed. Discrepancies between measured and computed values lay within a range 
of [-50 pcm, - +1310 pcm], on the bulk of 35 experiments, with an average of ±40 pcm at 
2 <7 only. No significant trends and bias are observed between JEF-2.2 and ENDFB-VI 
results, except for very hard-spectrum asymptotic conditions where ENDFB-VI calculations 
systematically overestimate reactivity relative to JEF2.2 up to a maximum of 1000 pcm in 
quite extreme cases. 
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20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

28 2.0 

27 -1.0 2.2 

26 2.7 0.3 2.3 

25 3.2 -1.0 -1.4 1.3 

24 4.7 0.7 -2.9 1.7 0.0 

23 -1.5 1.6 

22 0.7 2.9 

21 2.7 -3.7 

20 0.0 0.9 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

28 -7.0 

27 -6.0 -6.2 

26 -4.8 -6.0 -5.5 

25 -2.7 -4.0 -7.0 -4.0 

24 -0.8 -0.7 -1.8 -0.3 -1.6 

23 -3.0 -2.1 -2.2 -0.7 0.0 -2.0 

22 -2.8 -1.4 -2.3 -1.1 0.7 -1.5 -2.3 

21 -0.4 -1.4 -4.3 

20 0.0 -1.4 

Fig. 4. Percent discrepancies in pin power distribution in reference (wet) and central bubble (dry) 
conditions, EPICURE UM 17*17 MOX 11% enrichment mock-up experiment [see Fig. 3 for 
layout details] 

Pin-power distributions have also been analyzed on several experimental configurations of the 
EPICURE program both for UOX and MOX fuel. Very good results were also obtained with 
average discrepancies lower than ±2%, which represents both the experimental and 
computational uncertainty. Observed trend was maintained when using ENDFB-VI base-data. 

Interpretation of 3D MOX experiments, with a confined several inches full voided zone, gave 
less satisfactory results on reaction rates (see Fig. 4). Discrepancies were up to more than 5% 
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for JEF2.2 data. These discrepancies could have been slightly reduced whether using ENDFB-
VI cross-section library, but reactivity predictions should be downgraded. 

A combined analysis of these results is underway both from the experimental and the 
computational point of view in order to achieve a deeper understanding on the origin of 
discrepancies and try to explain them. Normalization problems, uncertainty of experimental 
techniques [Ref. 13] and approximations in the treatment of resonance region in Monte-Carlo 
calculations can be evoked. 

Three investigation axes are being explored: 

The sensitivity of experimental precision to the thickness of the measured layer, 

The uncertainty of y scanning technique, which is extremely sensitive to the very 
conditions of the measurement and to the yield data for fission produced in a very hard 
spectrum: without a suitable correction, discrepancies on the yield data can engender a 
several-percent uncertainty on fission reaction rates, 

The sensitiveness of the computations to the accuracy in the description and treatment 
of the unresolved resonance region, the contribution of which to reaction rates increases 
more and more with void. A significant improvement is expected when re-running 
calculations with the updated new version of MCNP (MCNP-4C), now on delivery. 
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